creating your flight plan
“Vision without Action is merely a dream.
Action without Vision just passes the time.
VISION with ACTION can change the world.”
- Joel A. Barker Before embarking on a journey, we ﬁrst must see our destination in our minds. We must visualize the
outcome, the arrival that we desire. This is essential when it comes to purpose and mission. How
could we possibly do what we intended to do without a clear VISION of what it was we wanted to
create in the ﬁrst place?
Let’s imagine you were building your dream house, somewhere in the mountains, from scratch. Surely,
you’ve seen this home in your mind a million times over. Developing the details in your imagination
over the years, seeing the images more clearly every time you check in with your vision. One day, after
years of hard work, savings, and preparation, you are ﬁnally ready to break ground. So you hire an
architect to help you design the blueprints. Then, you hire a general contractor to execute the plans.
All the while, as you watch your dream home being erected, you reﬂect on why you decided to create
THIS particular home in the ﬁrst place. What was that ﬁrst spark of inspiration? Why THIS home, THIS
design, THIS way?
Lastly, as you witness your vision beginning to become a reality, you are taken by a sense of who you
are in this moment and who you will need to be in order to see this process through. You are the
Captain of your Ship. The General of your Army. The Master of your Destiny!
Whether you are considering a larger vision for your life - such as your life’s work, having a family,
larger social impact, etc. - or a smaller, short-term vision - where you will live next year, improving
your ﬁtness in the next 6 months, etc. - the FORMULA is the same.
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But, before you drive the best of your masculine ﬁre and focus into action, you MUST identify your target.

=

=

VISION: THE WHAT

It often starts as a mountain peak in the distance. The holy land you can see in your mind’s eye, even if
you’ve never been there before.
What does it LOOK like when you arrive at this “peak”?
What does it FEEL like when you’ve made it to your target?
WHAT IS THE OUTCOME YOU SEEK!?
For the purposes of this exercise, you’re going to identify ONE of those peaks. Be speciﬁc with your
target, and write it below in the box provided:

(EXAMPLE: Raising my yearly income to $100,000)
REMEMBER! - Be speciﬁc and measurable with your vision here. Identify WHAT it is that you want to
create and/or achieve
When you’ve completed this part, move on to the next section.

problems & challenges

Great! You’ve chosen your peak. you’ve SEEN THE HOLY LAND!...but, now....something else starts to creep in.

“How am I going to get there? Am I being realistic?
Is this REALLY what I want?”
Fear. Doubt. Anxiety. Depression. Diﬀerent faces of resistance that will start to look for reasons why you
should quit before you start. MARK THIS DOWN IN YOUR BRAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE AS NEEDED:

THE CURE FOR FEAR IS

evidence-based action
Evidence-based Action = making decisive moves based on reﬂection and analysis
In order to address the emotional responses (fear, doubt, etc.), you must identify the culprits that caused
them to arise in the ﬁrst place. This comes with a knowing of self:

• In what ways do you normally self-sabotage?
• What are your “Achilles Heels”, or weaknesses in your game?
• Where will you likely fail in your pursuit of your target (based on previous evidence)?
Reﬂect on these questions. If you have trouble identifying the speciﬁc problems and challenges that will
get in your way, ask for help from someone who knows you well OR from another man you can relate to.
Remember, we are not unique, and neither are our problems and challenges.

problems & challenges
CONTINUED
List and number Problems & Challenges that will keep you from achieving your VISION (previous section) here:

EXAMPLES: (Target: Raising my yearly income to $100,000)
1.

I’ve never made that much money before

2.

I don’t know where to start

3.

Diﬃculty receiving - I’m scared to ask for MORE money for my work

4.

Unworthiness - I don’t believe I deserve to make that much money

5.

Lazy - I struggle to self-motivate

6.

Procrastination - I’ll fail because I won’t prioritize this

After you’ve compiled your list of problems and challenges, review them. Consider if you’ve captured
them all.
As the great military strategist and philosopher, Sun Tzu, stated in The Art of War, “If you know the
enemy AND know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles.”
Know your fears. Know your Achilles’ Heels. And you will be prepared to tackle any obstacle that gets in
your path.
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SOLUTIONS: the how

Part of the Masculine is the ability to be solution-oriented. How many times have you gotten yourself into
muddy waters when your partner presented a problem to you and, immediately, you oﬀered a series of
solutions...ONLY TO FIND that your partner wasn’t looking for a solution, but, rather, someone to listen to
the problem.
Sound familiar? SOLUTIONS are what we, as men in our masculine, do best!
Up to this point, we’ve clariﬁed our VISION (the WHAT) and identiﬁed the PROBLEMS & CHALLENGES. Now,
it’s time to address those obstacles with SOLUTIONS (the HOW).
For EVERY Problem and/or Challenge listed above, you will create a “Solution” for each one. The key here
is to be speciﬁc. Your “Solution Steps” are going to be the nuts and bolts of your strategy. Think of them
as the instructions provided when you order a piece of furniture from Ikea. You are LITERALLY creating
your own plan for how you will achieve your Vision and navigate the Problems & Challenges.
When it comes to Solutions and strategy steps, it’s important to use the S.M.A.R.T. method, typically used
when creating goals more eﬀectively:

Simple
Measurable
Achievable
Relevant
Time-sensitive

=
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SOLUTIONS: the how
continued

Simple = the best solutions are the LEAST complicated, make your steps easy to follow
Measurable = make your solutions objective, easily measured as success or failure
Achievable = be realistic with your targets, push your edge, but be sensible
Relevant = your solutions must pertain directly to your cause and the problem/challenge
Time-Sensitive = attach a “by when” to every step so that you can track your actions
An example of a S.M.A.R.T. solution is:
Problem/Challenge: Laziness = I struggle to self-motivate
Solution: I enrolled an accountability partner and checked in on my Flight Plan with him at
LEAST 1x/week in order to stay motivated and overcome my laziness.
It is also important to include a statement at the end of your solution that includes “for the sake of…”, “in
order to…”, “so that…”, or some other lead in that allows you to declare WHY this particular solution is
essential. As noted in the example above, this statement will give your solutions more depth and remind
you why you’re committed to doing what you said in the ﬁrst place.
List and number your Solutions below that connect directly to the corresponding Problem/Challenge above:

Way to go! -You’re almost there!!

=
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PURPOSE: the WHY

So you’ve packed your bags for the journey. Plotted out your course. Assessed the potential hurdles and
obstacles you may have to overcome. And even created contingency solutions for said
challenges...sounds like you’re ready, no?
But, let’s go back to that mountain top. That clear vision you’re carrying in your heart. Why is it that you
chose THIS mountain top?

WHY?

. . . am I spending so much time on this target I've chosen?
. . . is THIS the thing for me to focus on right now?
. . . do I even care about this vision?

For those early mornings and long nights you’ll need to fulﬁll your mission. When you want to give up.
When your resistances are getting the better of you, and it seems like you’ve got nowhere else to
go...your WHY will lift you up.
Our Purpose, the “Why”, is what reminds us of our cause. The reason for it all. In some cases, Purpose is
massive (on the scale of your life’s mission). In other examples, Purpose can be to improve our state of
mind or the health of our physical bodies. It’s up to YOU to decide what your WHY is.
This one’s simple, connect with your “Why” and put it on the line below:
EXAMPLE:
Vision: Raising my yearly income to $100,000.
Purpose: To create more income and abundance for my family.
To breakthrough my limiting beliefs around my worthiness and value.
To generate more resources to build towards my long-term goals.
Let this be an opportunity to give your Purpose depth. This goes way deeper than the mountain top
you’ve envisioned. How will your success impact your family? How will YOU grow and change as a
person? What are the implications for your ﬁnancial, physical, mental, spiritual, emotional health? What is
the greater impact on the world?
Think big. Give your Purpose some weight.
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CONTEXT: the WHO

Back to that metaphor of building your dream home in the hills. You’ve put all the pieces in place. The
plan is laid out in front of you, after great consideration and reﬂection. It’s time to break ground!
But, there’s one more important piece. Let’s appreciate for a moment that you’re taking on a great
mission that you’ve (likely) never taken on before. Surely this will call upon you to raise your game, lift the
bar on your performance to heights you’ve never achieved yet.
It’s important that you identify and stay connected to WHO you must be in order to achieve your mission.
CONTEXT is often challenging to explain and to understand. It’s less tangible than the other components
of a thorough ﬂight plan, although, it’s the MOST CRITICAL ELEMENT.
Over time, your Vision will clarify and become more reﬁned. You may encounter Problems & Challenges
you did not anticipate when you made your plan, thus, aﬀecting your Solution Strategy. You may even
adapt your Purpose over time as the other elements shift. But:
The ONLY part of your plan that never changes is your Context.
This is what you fall back on when all else fails.
This is who and how you commit to being regardless of the hurdles you encounter.
This is the ONLY element of your plan you are in 100% command of.
Think of it as a theme. A motto. A mantra. Something that when spoken out loud, connects you DIRECTLY
to who and how you need to be in order to complete your mission. Perhaps it’s a character from a movie
or a role model you have. Maybe it’s just a speciﬁc character quality that will guide you on through your
mission. Make it something meaningful to you. It is the proverbial “Icing on the Cake”, the last piece of
your plan before you get started.
Write your CONTEXT in the box below:

(Example: "The Lighthouse in the Storm”)

FINAL STEPS

Every good plan MUST be reviewed and cleared by someone other than the author or said plan.
This ensures that at least one set of eyes, other than yours, is checking your plan for holes. It’s a great
service to help a man clear his plan. Asking questions to explore blind spots and poking holes in the plan
to see if it will hold water.
Reach out to another man you trust, preferably within your team, and ask him to review your plan with
you. Encourage him to ask questions and to be honest with feedback as this will help you on your
mission.
Be thorough. Oftentimes, a well-developed plan may take 3, 4, 5, or 10 drafts before it’s complete. Believe
me, it is worth it to spend the time and energy to develop a complete strategy in the beginning in order
to minimize obstacles and set-backs along the way. Of course, we cannot anticipate EVERY obstacle, but
many of them are identiﬁed and rooted out in this last review process.
Once you have your Flight Plan “cleared” by another man, you are ready to begin.
Godspeed, Captain!

